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When somebody should go to the book stores, search start by shop, shelf by shelf, it is in point of fact problematic. This is why we allow the
books compilations in this website. It will very ease you to see guide bueno/smoke/My Physical Therapy Journal Medical Tracking 6x9 Blank
Lined Journal as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in point of fact want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps
in your method can be every best place within net connections. If you objective to download and install the bueno/smoke/My Physical Therapy
Journal Medical Tracking 6x9 Blank Lined Journal, it is enormously easy then, previously currently we extend the associate to purchase and
create bargains to download and install bueno/smoke/My Physical Therapy Journal Medical Tracking 6x9 Blank Lined Journal in view of that
simple!

Blueprint for Black Power Amos N. Wilson 1998 Afrikan life into the coming millennia is imperiled by White and Asian power. True power must
nest in the ownership of the real estate wherever Afrikan people dwell. Economic destiny determines biologial destiny. 'Blueprint for Black Power'
details a master plan for the power revolution necessary for Black survival in the 21st century. White treatment of Afrikan Americans, despite a
myriad of theories explaining White behavior, ultimately rests on the fact that they can. They possess the power to do so. Such a power
differential must be neutralized if Blacks are to prosper in the 21st century ... Aptly titled, 'Blueprint for Black Power' stops not at critique but
prescribes radical, practical theories, frameworks and approaches for true power. It gives a biting look into Black potentiality. (Back cover).
Made in California Stephanie Barron 2000 "Made in California is divided into five twenty-year sections, each including a narrative essay
discussing the history of that era and highlighting topics relevant to its visual culture."--BOOK JACKET.
A History of Abstract Algebra Izraïl' Kleiner 2007-10-02 This book explores the history of abstract algebra. It shows how abstract algebra has
arisen in attempting to solve some of these classical problems, providing a context from which the reader may gain a deeper appreciation of the
mathematics involved.
Debugging with GDB Richard Stallman 2002
Plant Biotechnology Agnès Ricroch 2014-07-11 Written in easy to follow language, the book presents cutting-edge agriculturally relevant plant
biotechnologies and applications in a manner that is accessible to all. This book introduces the scope and method of plant biotechnologies and
molecular breeding within the context of environmental analysis and assessment, a diminishing supply of productive arable land, scarce water
resources and climate change. Authors who have studied how agro ecosystems have changed during the first decade and a half of commercial

deployment review effects and stress needs that must be considered to make these tools sustainable.
A Reason for Living Julian Jingles 2018-01-17 It is the mid-1960s in Kingston, Jamaica, and the country is steeped in social, political, and
economic inequities. Howard Baxter, the heir to a real estate empire, has no interest in seeking or managing wealth. Painting and deflowering
Jamaican maidens are his passions. As he combs the streets looking for greater meaning in his pathetic life, it soon becomes apparent that
Howards journey will not be easy. Bernaldo Lloyd, a member of the Baxter clan, is a medical student who is sensitive to the hopelessness of the
Jamaican masses. Inspired by his close friend and Howards cousin, Ras Robin Pone, and their ties with the Rastafari movement that calls for
social and economic equity, Bernaldo is determined to overthrow the corrupt government. As Howard, Bernaldo and Robin become influenced by
Americas Black Power and Civil Rights movements demanding equal rights for African Americans, the women in their lives both love and criticize
them. But when revolution breaks out, Howard finally discovers a purpose for his twisted life that leads him in a direction he never anticipated. In
this tale of love, passion, and self-discovery, two Jamaican men become caught up in a 1960s revolution that reveals injustices, oppression, and
a purpose for one of them.
Designing an Agricultural Genome Program National Research Council 1998-07-17
Global Challenges and Directions for Agricultural Biotechnology National Research Council 2008-06-30 Many developing countries are exploring
whether biotechnology has a role in addressing national issues such as food security and environmental remediation, and are considering
whether the putative benefits of the technology-for example, enabling greater agricultural productivity and stability in the food supply-outweigh
concerns that the technology might pose a danger-to biodiversity, health, and local jobs. Some policy leaders worry that their governments are
not prepared to take control of this evolving technology and that introducing it into society would be a risky act. Others have suggested that taking
no action carries more risk, given the dire need to produce more food. This book reports on an international workshop held to address these
issues. Global Challenges and Directions for Agricultural Biotechnology: Mapping the Course, organized by the National Research Council on
October 24-25, 2004, in Washington, DC, focused on the potential applications of biotechnology and what developing countries might consider
as they contemplate adopting biotechnology. Presenters at the workshop described applications of biotechnology that are already proving their
utility in both developing and developed countries.
Tax Stories Paul L. Caron 2009 This book explores the historical contexts of seminal U.S. Supreme court federal income tax cases and the role
they continue to play in our current tax law. Each of the chapters sets forth the social, factual, and legal background of the case and discusses
various court proceedings and judicial opinions.The Foundation Press Law Stories Series brings landmark cases to life by telling the true, neverbefore-heard stories behind the cases. Editor Paul Caron and the general editors of each edition discuss the immediate impact of cases and
document the continuing importance of the cases in shaping the law.
The Roots of Latino Urban Agency Sharon A. Navarro 2013-11-15 The 2010 U.S. Census data showed that over the last decade the Latino
population grew from 35.3 million to 50.5 million, accounting for more than half of the nation’s population growth. The editors of The Roots of
Latino Urban Agency, Sharon Navarro and Rodolfo Rosales, have collected essays that examine this phenomenal growth. The greatest
demographic expansion of communities of Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, and Cuban Americans seeking political inclusion and access has
been observed in Los Angeles, Miami, Chicago, and San Antonio. Three premises guide this study. The first premise holds that in order to
understand the Latino community in all its diversity, the analysis has to begin at the grassroots level. The second premise maintains that the
political future of the Latino community in the United States in the twenty-first century will be largely determined by the various roles they have
played in the major urban centers across the nation. The third premise argues that across the urban political landscape the Latino community has

experienced different political formations, strategies and ultimately political outcomes in their various urban settings. These essays collectively
suggest that political agency can encompass everything from voting, lobbying, networking, grassroots organizing, and mobilization, to dramatic
protest. Latinos are in fact gaining access to the same political institutions that worked so hard to marginalize them.
Diffusive Geometries Honghao Deng 2018-05-30 Architecture primarily serves as a way to create and control the environment around us. Unlike
natural weather, climate conditions in architecture are often static and binary, with no diffusion in between. As a result, sensory experiences that
are directly accessible outdoors, like atmospheric quality, diffusiveness, and flow, are completely excluded from the indoors. The climate is
discretized in space into strict self-contained, functional units, where wetness is kept in wet spaces yet other areas are completely dry. Many of
these weather experiences have certain architectural qualities. This project uses vapor as a medium to create the experience of micro-climates
and weather conditions from the outside, and bring them back inside architecture as tectonic elements that modulate visibility, create cooling
gradients, and produce spatial patterns in a controlled manner. The three main elements are: point – vapor vertex ring, line – vapor tornado,
plane – vapor wall. The focused and diffused conditions of vapor enable both localized and global conditions with soft boundaries. Imagine a
future where architects not only sculpt their ideal space but also control the weather inside: one corner feels like the Saharan Desert, while the
other behaves like the Amazon rainforest. In one corner, an early morning mist greets the contemplative mind, and in the center space, a focused
tornado vapor attracts a gathering crowd. The interior space no longer acts like static and binary units—with clear boundaries like rain for shower,
snow for fridge, or sun for light—but like dynamic, diffused, and phenomenal experiences.
Out of Time (a Ray Lafayette Novel) Thomas William Lowrie 2017-12-04 Well, here I go again. All alone except for this suitcase of mine. I'm
headed for a new place with new people. Not so bad considering it's 1944. Lots of guys are in my shoes. We're in the middle of World War II. Still
not so bad. I'm a fireman in the Army Air Corps whatever they're calling themselves these days. Once again, not bad at all. But I was born in
1963. There's the bad part. I was not born with the name Ray Lafayette, but that's what they call me. I didn't have kids or smoke a pipe. Hell, I
didn't even like coffee. I do now. I was born into a different life than this, one with a lot of attachments. Now I carry my life in one bag. One really
important bag. In this time, people call me pal or buddy or sir, good lord they call me sir all the time. I have friends in this time, and they are the
best but do they know me like they think they do? Simply put, NO! Would they die for me? Every bit as much as I would die for them. To say
these folks are tough or strong is an understatement. Superhumans? I don't think so. They were ordinary people in extraordinary circumstances.
I didn't have heroes before this. I didn't understand them until now. Since this event has started, I have experienced many things I can't explain.
There is only one other person who has any knowledge of my situation, and I can't find him. The last words from him were vos non unum, you
are not alone. There was a time I missed all the things that made my life easier as I thought. Here I have no cell phone, no internet, no rock
music, no almost anything. As bad as that sounds, I'm not sure if I want to leave here.
Constitution, By-laws and Rules 1904
Animals Coloring J K Mimo 2019-11-10 The wonderful colouring book is a fun activity for anyone to use for create your kids' imaginary and
relaxing.There are the variety of animals images.Highly recommended for anyone who likes their colouring with a funny theme! The Animals
Coloring Book is made for grown-ups who love to color, have fun and most of all, show the passion and energy topped with fine sense of color
selection in their lives. Whether you share your art work with your loved one or just keep it to yourself, you are going to love the extent you can
go with this. Feeling stressed, worked out or tired of all the same old stuff in your life?You can reboot and Have Fun. Adult coloring book made
just for you. Once you start with these, you will love it so much that you will not be able to let go of it.Happy Happy!
All the Way to Italy Flavia Brunetti 2018-04-21 Until her dad died, Little considered herself a Californian. Now, thanks to half a letter, a symbol

she can’t quite remember, and writer’s block, she finds herself back in Italy, the country of her birth. In a headlong rush to return to her beloved
San Francisco, Little will journey throughout Italy, hoping to find the answers she needs to move on with her life so she need never look back.
She’ll enlist the help of the woman who raised her, Sira, her father’s sister; but Sira has secrets she’s kept for decades, and Little underestimates
the power of the country she fled years before.In this powerful story of mixed cultures in a world trying to globalize, one girl’s struggle to leave her
home behind will lead her back to the women in her family and the memories each of them has safeguarded through the generations. From wartorn Italy to the belpaese of today, All the Way to Italy is a tale for those in search of a balance between wanderlust and the necessity to come
home, a reminder that although we may be fragments, we are never a lost cause.
The Gown of Glory Agnes Sligh Turnbull 1967
Her Second Chance Dream Groom Emma St Clair 2019-10-22 Six years ago Sy LaMarque broke two hearts in one night by falling for the wrong
sister. Challenged by his teammates to deal with his regrets, Sy LaMarque heads home to make an apology--one he should have made six years
ago. He hopes for a second chance ... but didn't expect his friend's little sister Amy to intercept his heart. Amy spent years living on the sidelines
as she battled cancer. When her lifelong crush shows up at the door of her bed and breakfast, it feels like a Christmas miracle. Sy is everything
she wanted and never believed she could have. Especially after a phone call that could change everything. With a complicated past and an
uncertain present, can Sy and Amy make a play for the future?
Heroin and Other Poems Leopoldo María Panero 2014-11-15 Poems.
Options Math for Traders Scott Nations 2012-10-01 A practical guide to the math behind options and how that knowledge can improve your
trading performance No book on options can guarantee success, but if a trader understands and utilizes option math effectively, good things are
going to happen. The idea behind Options Math for Traders + Website is to help retail option traders understand some of the basic tenants and
enduring relationships of options, and option math, that professional and institutional traders rely on every day. This book skillfully highlights
those strategies that are inherently superior from an option math point of view and explains what drives that superiority while also examining why
some strategies are inherently inferior. The material is explained without complex equations or technical jargon. The goal is to give you a solid
conceptual foundation of options behavior so you can make more informed decisions when choosing an option strategy for your market outlook.
Topics covered include the volatility premium, because over time, options will cost more than they are ultimately worth; skew, wherein far out of
the money put options may seem cheap from an absolute term, but are very expensive in relative terms; and the acceleration in option price
erosion. The book also has a companion Website, which includes links to those sites that can scan for the best strategies discussed in the book.
Explains, in a non-technical manner, the mathematical properties of options so that traders can better select the right options strategy for their
market outlook Companion Website contains timely tools that allow you to continue to learn in a hands-on fashion long after closing the book
Written by top options expert Scott Nations Most independent traders have an imperfect understanding of the math behind options pricing. With
Options Math for Traders + Website as your guide, you'll gain valuable lessons in this area and discover how this information can improve your
trading performance.
Intelligence Analysis for Tomorrow National Research Council 2011-04-08 The intelligence community (IC) plays an essential role in the national
security of the United States. Decision makers rely on IC analyses and predictions to reduce uncertainty and to provide warnings about
everything from international diplomatic relations to overseas conflicts. In today's complex and rapidly changing world, it is more important than
ever that analytic products be accurate and timely. Recognizing that need, the IC has been actively seeking ways to improve its performance and
expand its capabilities. In 2008, the Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) asked the National Research Council (NRC) to establish

a committee to synthesize and assess evidence from the behavioral and social sciences relevant to analytic methods and their potential
application for the U.S. intelligence community. In Intelligence Analysis for Tomorrow: Advances from the Behavioral and Social Sciences, the
NRC offers the Director of National Intelligence (DNI) recommendations to address many of the IC's challenges. Intelligence Analysis for
Tomorrow asserts that one of the most important things that the IC can learn from the behavioral and social sciences is how to characterize and
evaluate its analytic assumptions, methods, technologies, and management practices. Behavioral and social scientific knowledge can help the IC
to understand and improve all phases of the analytic cycle: how to recruit, select, train, and motivate analysts; how to master and deploy the
most suitable analytic methods; how to organize the day-to-day work of analysts, as individuals and teams; and how to communicate with its
customers. The report makes five broad recommendations which offer practical ways to apply the behavioral and social sciences, which will bring
the IC substantial immediate and longer-term benefits with modest costs and minimal disruption.
Singing in Czech Timothy Cheek 2014-12-11 Timothy Cheek’s revised edition of Singing in Czech: A Guide to Czech Lyric Diction and Vocal
Repertoire, with its accompanying audio accessible online, builds on the original pioneering work of 2001 that set “a new and very welcome high
standard for teaching lyric diction,” according to Notes: The Journal of the Music Library Association. It offers users updated information,
important clarifications, and expanded repertoire in a more accessible, easier to use format. Singing in Czech is divided into two parts. Using IPA,
the first part takes the reader systematically through each sound of the Czech language, enhanced by recordings of native Czech opera singers.
Chapters cover the Czech vowels, consonants, rules of assimilation, approaches to singing double consonants, stress and length, Moravian
dialect, and an introduction to singing in Slovak. Fine points of formal pronunciation have been clarified in this revised edition. In the second part,
Cheek offers a thorough overview of Czech art song, expanded from the first edition. Texts to major song literature and opera excerpts by
Smetana, Dvo?ák, Janá?ek, Martin?, and Haas, with timings, editions, word-for-word translations, idiomatic translations, and IPA transcriptions
follow. In this revision, Cheek has included additional cycles by Dvo?ák and Martin?, and two new chapters on Czech female composers
Vít?zslava Kaprálová and Sylvie Bodorová. This revised edition of Singing in Czech is useful for all those who are interested and engaged in the
performance of the rich Czech vocal repertoire.
Raising a Child with Autism Shira Richman 2001 Richman explains how parents can adapt ABA for use at home, providing guidance to increase
play skills, improve communication and increase independence. The book also covers toilet-training, food selectivity, self-dressing and
community outings, and includes an overview of the theory behind ABA as well as a list of resources for further reading.
Agricultural Biotechnology National Research Council (U.S.). Committee on a National Strategy for Biotechnology in Agriculture 1987-01-01
Executive summary and recommendations. Scientific aspects. Funding and institutions. Training. Technology transfer.
Sleep Michel Billiard 2012-12-06 The question about the function ofsleep remains one ofthe major challenges scientists are faced with. Wherein
lies the fascination with sleep? I am convinced that it is the necessity for sleep. No one has failed to experience the overpowering urge to fall
asleep after a disturbed night's sleep or after sleep was curtailed or deprived, especially when our daily activities impose restrictions on motor
activity. The demand ofour body and brain to sleep challenges our understanding ofwhy this is the case, and which are the benefits ofa night
ofprofound sleep. Also in animals prolongation of waking consistently increases their attempts to fall asleep. It has been stated that sleep is more
necessary to animals than even food! The need for sleep and some insight into the consequences of the preceding daily waking activities on
subsequent sleep was wonderfully formulated by Shakespeare in Othello: Not poppy nor mandragora, Nor all the drowsy syrups ofthe world,
Shall ever medicine thee to that sweet sleep Which thou owed'st yesterday It is interesting that the most powerful single intervention which
invariably influences sleep in a positive and predictable manner is the prolongation of waking. The activities which people or animals engage in

during the wakefulness episode are secondary in the magnitude oftheir effects on sleep.
Intelligence Analysis National Research Council 2011-04-08 The U.S. intelligence community (IC) is a complex human enterprise whose success
depends on how well the people in it perform their work. Although often aided by sophisticated technologies, these people ultimately rely on their
own intellect to identify, synthesize, and communicate the information on which the nation's security depends. The IC's success depends on
having trained, motivated, and thoughtful people working within organizations able to understand, value, and coordinate their capabilities.
Intelligence Analysis provides up-to-date scientific guidance for the intelligence community (IC) so that it might improve individual and group
judgments, communication between analysts, and analytic processes. The papers in this volume provide the detailed evidentiary base for the
National Research Council's report, Intelligence Analysis for Tomorrow: Advances from the Behavioral and Social Sciences. The opening chapter
focuses on the structure, missions, operations, and characteristics of the IC while the following 12 papers provide in-depth reviews of key topics
in three areas: analytic methods, analysts, and organizations. Informed by the IC's unique missions and constraints, each paper documents the
latest advancements of the relevant science and is a stand-alone resource for the IC's leadership and workforce. The collection allows readers to
focus on one area of interest (analytic methods, analysts, or organizations) or even one particular aspect of a category. As a collection, the
volume provides a broad perspective of the issues involved in making difficult decisions, which is at the heart of intelligence analysis.
Dream, Believe, Achieve Dance Thoughts Press 2019-08-27 Just 30 minutes of practice a few times a week will help your dancer improve by
leaps and bounds! This cute practice log will help keep them on track and motivated to keep working hard between dance classes. Perfect for all
levels of dancers, from beginners through advanced level competition students, it can be used by students focused on all genres of dance. Set
goals, jot down corrections from their teachers each week, practice spelling new terminology they have learned - all things that will help propel
them forward in their dance training. Created by dance teachers with over 50 years of experience with all levels of dancers, this is a great gift for
an aspiring dancer. It's compact 6 x 9 size fits easily in a dance bag, purse, or back pack, and is the ideal size to tuck into a Christmas stocking!
Vibrant glossy paperback cover Over 100 practice log pages A great addition to a dancer's formal training!
Buckaroo Buckeye Kristin Anderson Cetone 2012 A little Ohio buckeye nut goes in search of his worth and importance in the world. His journey
is long, with many bumps and disappointments along the way.
Working Memory Rating Scale (WMRS) Tracy Packiam Alloway 2008
Biotechnology and the Food Supply Commission on Life Sciences 1988-01-01
Political Memory in and After the Persian Empire Jason M. Silverman 2015-10-15 Various disciplines that deal with Achaemenid rule offer starkly
different assessments of Persian kingship. While Assyriologists treat Cyrus's heirs as legitimate successors of the Babylonian kings, biblical
scholars often speak of a "kingless era" in which the priesthood took over the function of the Davidic monarch. Egyptologists see their land as
uniquely independently minded despite conquests, while Hellenistic scholarship tends to evaluate the interface between Hellenism and native
traditions without reference to the previous two centuries of Persian rule. This volume brings together in dialogue a broad array of scholars with
the goal of seeking a broader context for assessing Persian kingship through the anthropological concept of political memory.
Science Meets Art John Potts 2022-05-31 This book explores collaboration between artists and scientists and examines the ways in which
scientific data and research findings can be communicated, translated and transformed using the techniques of contemporary art and information
technology. Contemporary art forms-including installation, sculpture, painting, computer-based art, Internet art and interactive electronic artworksare able to provide new and creative outlets, with expanded audiences, for scientific research. The book, which features 75 illustrations of works
created as a result of art-science collaboration between scientists and artists, is important in the field because it presents a thorough account of

the collaboration through the eyes of a leading creative practitioner and a leading cultural theorist. It contains a wide range of in-detail examples
of successful collaborative works that illustrate the breadth and depth of contemporary interdisciplinary creative-research approaches.
Basement Priest: Reflections 1970-2020 John Boos M. Afr 2021-02-05 The last few years in my basement flat, apart from leaving it to help out in
the parishes of Scarborough in Toronto and those of Durham of Ontario Province, have helped me to reflect on many issues, most of them
concerning Faith, its acceptance or rejection by today's secular culture, and how its very common misrepresentations could be corrected and
clarified. I had to begin by understanding myself. Born in Trinidad, West Indies, in 1937, to a working-class family, I have lived through what may
have been perhaps the most fantastic and important 80 years of all human history. World War l (1914-1918) saw my family involved, and the
Spanish Civil War (1936-1939) welcomed me into the world. This was followed by World War ll (1939-1945), the Cold War (1945-1989), the
Korean War (1950-1953), the Vietnamese War (1956-1975), the Second Vatican Council (1962-1965), the moon landings (1969 et seq), the
Encyclical Humanae Vitae (1968), the Sexual Revolution (1965-1977), years during which hundreds of millions were killed and/or displaced, new
nations were born, border lines were re-drawn, political philosophies directed how nations were to live-and I am still alive, even in these ongoing
nuclear and electronic ages! The past 80 years have seen the rise and fall of big and small dictators-Stalin, Hitler, Mussolini, Mao, Pol Pot, Ho
Chi Minh, Castro, Idi Amin, Mugabe, and the super-important papacies of Pius Xll, John XXlll, Paul Vl, John-Paul ll, and Benedict XVl. Everything
being considered, a most interesting time. But . . . This 21st century didn't happen by itself; it has been formed by the preceding centuries, their
histories, philosophies, wars, and their immense cultural changes. How will it affect the succeeding ones? My primary and secondary educations
were followed by legal studies, resulting in my admission to the Bar in 1975, which was upgraded in 1987. I left the profession of law for various
reasons, joined the Society of Missionaries of Africa in 1963, and was ordained to the Catholic priesthood in 1970. There followed 50 most
interesting years as a missionary in Africa and other countries, and at the present moment my superiors have allowed me to remain in semiretirement to aid the Archdiocese of Toronto. The issues of these reflections concern mainly Faith and religion as understood by my Church, and
thus this book is both catechetic and apologetic, no holds barred. The use of the Bible is necessary and recommended. Due to the proximity of
some of the themes, there's a bit of necessary repetition here and there, but all are my way of trying to find the "big picture," to "smell the roses,"
as it were. I trust the reader will enjoy them as much as I did in putting them together. Fr John Boos MAfr
Environmental Effects of Transgenic Plants National Research Council 2002-02-22 Transgenic crops offer the promise of increased agricultural
productivity and better quality foods. But they also raise the specter of harmful environmental effects. In this new book, a panel of experts
examines: â€¢ Similarities and differences between crops developed by conventional and transgenic methods â€¢ Potential for commercialized
transgenic crops to change both agricultural and nonagricultural landscapes â€¢ How well the U.S. government is regulating transgenic crops to
avoid any negative effects. Environmental Effects of Transgenic Plants provides a wealth of information about transgenic processes, previous
experience with the introduction of novel crops, principles of risk assessment and management, the science behind current regulatory schemes,
issues in monitoring transgenic products already on the market, and more. The book discusses public involvementâ€"and public confidenceâ€"in
biotechnology regulation. And it looks to the future, exploring the potential of genetic engineering and the prospects for environmental effects.
Reminiscences of a Ranger, Or, Early Times in Southern California Horace Bell 1881 Horace Bell (1830-1918) left Indiana to seek gold in
California. In 1852, he moved to Los Angeles and later became involved in American filibustering in Latin America and saw service in the Union
Army before returning to Los Angeles after the Civil War to become a lawyer and newspaper publisher. Reminiscences of a ranger (1881)
includes anecdotes of Bell's experiences as a Los Angeles Ranger pursuing Joaquin Murietta in 1853, a soldier of fortune in Latin America, a
Union officer in the Civil War, and a Los Angeles newspaper editor. He provides lively ancedotes of Los Angeles and its residents under Mexican

and American rule, emphasizing cowboys and criminals and native Americans. Throughout, Bell gives special attention to the fate of Hispanic
Californians and Native Americans under the United States regime. For another collection of Bell's reminiscences, see On the old west coast
(1930).
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